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[~voboda J, Chyle P. ~imkoviè D & Hilgert 1. Demonstration of the absence of infectious
Rous virus in rat tumour XC. whose structurally intact cells produce Rous sarcoma when
transferred to chicks. Folio Biol. Prague 9:77-8 1, 1963.
[Inst. Experimental Biology and Genetics, Czechoslovak Acad. Sciences. Prague, and tnsl. Oncology,
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia[
The permanent presence of noninfectious but rescuable
Rous sarcoma virus )RSV( genome in all ct vivo or in vitro
passaged XC cell lines or clones, in the absence of any
signs of infectious virus formation, led to the conclusion
that XC cells are virogenic and harbor RSV provirus. It was
proposed and later proven that the virus rescue from XC
cells was based on fusion of these nonpermissive virogenic mammalian cells with permissive chicken cells.
[The Sc! ® indicates that this paper has been cited in more
than t 55 publications.l
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As a research fellow of the Institute of Experimental
Biology and Genetics directed by Milan Hateti I prcceeded with my studies of the rat XC tumor, harboring
the chicken Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) genome. From
the standpoint of outside observers, this model gave an
impression of an experimental artifact and, not surprisingly, aroused little interest at the institute. I remember
the directo’s repeated comments: What else can you
do with that and when are you going to stop itt I argued
that the viral ~enomein XC cells should be responsible
for the genetic change that transformed a fibroblast
into a tumor cell, and therefore elucidation of the nature of the viral genome in XC cells might provide
information about the mechanism of this change. This
argument worked because of broadmindedness and a
sense for new approaches to experimental genetics,
characteristic features ofHafek’s creative mind.
At an oncology confer~ncein Bratislava, I attracted
the attention of Dutan Simkovi~and Viliam Thurzo,
director, Cancer Research Institute. We set up a real
collaboration that included, on my side, overnight trips
from Prague to Bratislava and transportation of even a
microscope and micropipettes for cloning: The results
of previous in vivo experiments were reproduced also
in tissue culture, and we demonstrated that every
monocellular XC clone retained the viral genome.l UI~
tracentrifugation separation of subcellular structures
performed with the expertise of Ivan Hilgert conclusively demonstratedthat no infectious virus was detectable in any subcellular fraction of 36-gram amounts of
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XC tumor or in large volumes of culture fluid. These
results were corroborated also by serological analysis
carried out largely by my PhD student Pavel Chyle.
On the basis of all the previous and present results,
we called the XC cells virogenic cells and concluded
that they harbored provirus that was regularly transmitted as a component of the cellular genome. This interpretation had been put forward independently ofHoward Temin’s postulation 2of provirus based on other
experimental approaches.
We also proposed and later showed, together with
my PhD students Ivo Hlozánek and Oldrich Machala,
that intact XC cells released virus as a result
of comple3
mentation by fusion with chicken cells. Asimilar
4 finding was made independently by Philippe Vigier.
XC cells became instrumental in providing final proof
that the complete provirus was represented by DNA.
On the occasion of a Czechoslovak Biological Society
meeting in5 Bmo in 1966, my student Tamara
Rakutanová presented DNA hybridization data supportive of th~possibility of DNA provirus presence in
XC cells. In the discussion about DNA transfer initiated
by Miroslav Hill, it was agreed to combinethe expertise
of his laboratory in DNA uptake by chicken cells with
our experience with virogenic cells and virus rescue.
After the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia in
1968, the Hills, not surprisingly, decided to stay for
good in France, our groups split up, and the Hills published
6 the first positive results with XC DNA transfec7
tion, which was quickly followed by our report. From
this source we have recently isolated a proviral structure corresponding to reverse transcribed src mRNA
and have shown that it can, by recombination, again
acquire retroviral gene sequences.°
XC cells were widely employed to provide evidence
that retroviruses produce
syncytia after infecting a
9
proper type of cell. This phenomenon was discovered
by my former student Vdclav Klement during his stay in
Bob Huebner’s laboratory at the NIH in Bethesda,
Maryland, while studying the possibility of RSV rescue
by superinfection of XC cells with mammalian retroviruses. This led to the establishment of a fast test for
murine leukemia viruses employed throughout the
world. A similar test has been developed for HTLV and
HIV. It is beyond the scope of this commentary to
discuss the impact of the experience with transformation of mammalian cells with chicken retroviruses on
HIV studies, but it at least provided a warning that
retroviruses do not respect class barriers.
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